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A Dictionary of Dates, Relating to All Ages and Nations
The purpose of this book, says the author, is to show the effect of Indian medicinal
practices on white civilization. Actually it achieves far more. It discusses Indian
theories of disease and methods of combating disease and even goes into the
question of which diseases were indigenous and which were brought to the Indian
by the white man. It also lists Indian drugs that have won acceptance in the
Pharmacopeia of the United States and the National Formulary. The influence of
American Indian healing arts on the medicine and healing and pharmacology of the
white man was considerable. For example, such drugs as insulin and penicillin were
anticipated in rudimentary form by the aborigines. Coca leaves were used as
narcotics by Peruvian Indians hundreds of years before Carl Koller first used
cocaine as a local anesthetic in 1884. All together, about 170 medicines, mostly
botanical, were contributed to the official compendia by Indians north of the Rio
Grande, about 50 more coming from natives of the Latin-American and Caribbean
regions. Impressions and attitudes of early explorers, settlers, physicians,
botanists, and others regarding Indian curative practices are reported by
geographical regions, with British, French, and Spanish colonies and the young
United States separately treated. Indian theories of disease—sorcery, taboo
violation, spirit intrusion, soul loss, unfulfilled dreams and desires, and so on -and
shamanistic practices used to combat them are described. Methods of treating all
kinds of injuries-from fractures to snakebite-and even surgery are included. The
influence of Indian healing lore upon folk or domestic medicine, as well as on the
"Indian doctors" and patent medicines, are discussed. For the convenience of the
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reader, an index of botanical names is provided, together with a wide variety of
illustrations. The disproportionate attention that has been given to the
superstitious and unscientific features of aboriginal medicine has tended to
obscure its real contributions to American civilization.

A Dictionary of Dates Relating to All Ages and Nations: for
Universal Reference
Indian Wars of the United States, from the Discovery to the
Present Time
The Book of Sand
Temptation, Or, The Unknown Heiress
Dog Soldier Justice
Catalogue of Fine Books from the Library of the Late Lord
Farnham,
The Wild Truth
The Historical Magazine, and Notes and Queries Concerning
the Antiquities, History, and Biography of America
Studies in Natural Products Chemistry
The Athenæum
Ladies' Miscellany
Includes the stories The Congress, Undr, The Mirror and the Mask, August 25,
1983, Blue Tigers, The Rose of Paracelsus and Shakespeare's Memory.

Native American Free Exercise of Religion Act
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The John Green Collection
Principles of Bone Biology
The Life and Works of John Davis, 1774-1853
Historical View of the Progress of Discovery on the More
Northern Coasts of America
American Indian Medicine
Winner of the Bancroft Prize King Philip's War, the excruciating racial
war—colonists against Indians—that erupted in New England in 1675, was, in
proportion to population, the bloodiest in American history. Some even argued that
the massacres and outrages on both sides were too horrific to "deserve the name
of a war." The war's brutality compelled the colonists to defend themselves against
accusations that they had become savages. But Jill Lepore makes clear that it was
after the war—and because of it—that the boundaries between cultures, hitherto
blurred, turned into rigid ones. King Philip's War became one of the most writtenabout wars in our history, and Lepore argues that the words strengthened and
hardened feelings that, in turn, strengthened and hardened the enmity between
Indians and Anglos. Telling the story of what may have been the bitterest of
American conflicts, and its reverberations over the centuries, Lepore has enabled
us to see how the ways in which we remember past events are as important in
their effect on our history as were the events themselves. Winner of the the 1998
Ralph Waldo Emerson Award of the Phi Beta Kappa Society

The Athenaeum
The Academy and Literature
A family relocates to a small house on Ash Tree Lane and discovers that the inside
of their new home seems to be without boundaries

Walford's Antiquarian Magazine and Bibliographical Review
The Athenæum
Dictionary of Dates, and universal reference, relating to all
ages and nations. With copious details of England, Scotland,
and Ireland, etc
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The discovery of lectins, a class of carbohydrate-binding proteins, dates back to
1888 when Stillmark first noticed a hemagglutinating factor in castor bean
extracts. Ever since, the field of lectins has been steadily growing as new lectins
with unique binding specificities are being discovered from various sources.
Moreover, newer technologies and synthetic approaches have helped unravel
unknown aspects of lectins that have potential for the use of these proteins in
biomedicine and biomaterial sciences. Lectins are, by the new definition, proteins
with the presence of at least one noncatalytic domain that binds reversibly to a
specific carbohydrate. The ability of lectins to bind carbohydrate moieties of
glycoprotein and glycolipid cell-surface receptors often results in important
biological events. They also bind various glycoses and/or glycoconjugates,
including certain drugs, a potential that can be used in prophylaxis of disease. As a
result of these findings, studies on lectins have escalated from both chemical and
biological points of view, and it is difficult to keep track of the new discoveries and
developments in this field in order to reap their benefits and develop the science
and the emerging technology from them. Therefore, this review deals with the new
discoveries and key developments in the field of lectins, especially with reference
to their isolation, structure elucidation, and their chemico-biological applications
including those in drug discovery and medicine. Lectins have been isolated from
various sources, including plant, viral, bacterial, fungal, and animal. However, the
most well-studied class of lectins is the plant lectins, followed by fungal ones. Plant
lectins have been shown to possess antitumor and anticarcinogenic activity. Like
the antitumor drugs that trigger the apoptotic death of tumor cells, plant lectins
have also shown cytotoxic effects mediated via apoptosis. During the last decade,
there has been a growing interest in lectins, which exhibit anticancer activities. A
few kinds of plant lectins have been identified that induce apoptosis activity in
tumor cells, for example, mistletoe (Viscum album L.). Interaction of lectins with
cells is also known to induce mitogenicity. As lectins are specific to certain
carbohydrates, they are very often able to distinguish between normal and cancer
cells and can be used in targeted delivery of organic or inorganic drugs to certain
cancer cells and bring about their destruction, a potential that needs to be
exploited to its fullest extent. Therefore, this chapter attempts to put into
meaningful perspective the latest information available on lectins, which includes
practical aspects of isolation, structure elucidation, and lectin–drug interactions,
and the structure–activity relationship of lectins that helps us to understand how
their activity can be optimized. Many lectins studied to date have numerous
biological activities, of which some may have applicability in the biomedical
industry. Advancements in computational and bioinformatics studies, and efficient
screening mechanisms available in the pharmaceutical industries to pick out the
most efficient of these proteins and turn them into drugs for medical use, have all
led to a renewed interest in lectins in drug discovery.

A Book Bound for Mary Queen of Scots
In his study of the civilian population that fell victim to the brutality of the 1860s
Kansas Indian wars, Jeff Broome recounts the captivity of Susanna Alderdice, who
was killed along with three of her children by her Cheyenne captors (known as Dog
Soldiers) at the Battle of Summit Springs in July 1869, and of her four-year-old son,
who was wounded then left for dead.
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The Literary World
The Look-it-up Book of Presidents
Provides brief biographies of the American presidents, from George Washington to
Barack Obama.

Haydn's Dictionary of Dates Relating to All Ages and Nations
Mark Z. Danielewski's House of Leaves
Principles of Bone Biology is the essential resource for anyone involved in the
study of bones. It is the most comprehensive, complete, up-to-date source of
information on all aspects of bones and bone biology in one convenient source.
Written and published in less than one year, it will become an indispensable
resource for any scientific or medical library. This, second edition, details countless
advances over the past five years, both by updating old chapters and providing
additional material. It takes the reader from the basic elements of fundamental
research to the most sophisticated concepts in therapeutics. The most current and
timely source of information about the biology and pathology of bone Provides
succinct coverage of the subject Contributors include over 200 of the most
respected researchers in the field Extensive table of contents and index for easy
reference Easy-to-read and highly informative to both the newcomer and the
initiated to the field Spans the spectrum from molecular biology to in vivo
pharmacology Complete bibliography with each entry fully referenced for
additional background reading First edition was selected by Doody Publishing as
one of the 250 Best Health Science books published in 1996

The Curry Coast
Literary World
The Name of War
The Farmer's Magazine and Kentucky Live-stock Monthly
Haydn's Dictionary of Dates and Universal Information Relating
to All Ages and Nations
Four critically acclaimed, award-winning modern classics from #1 New York Timesbestselling author John Green. The John Green Collection includes Printz
Award–winning Looking for Alaska, Printz Honor book An Abundance of Katherines,
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Edgar Award–winning Paper Towns, and #1 New York Times–bestselling The Fault
in Our Stars. In addition to his many literary accolades, John Green is one half of
the Vlogbrothers (youtube.com/vlogbrothers), one of the most popular online video
projects in the world. You can join the millions who follow John on Twitter
(@realjohngreen) and tumblr (fishingboatproceeds.tumblr.com) or visit him online
at johngreenbooks.com.

The Lotus and the Robot
The Antiquarian Magazine & Bibliographer
Episodes in the Life of an Indian Chaplain
Malabar, A Battlefield For Many, A Place Of Peaceful Coexistence For Many
Religions And A Special Place For God. The Book Takes You Through A Journey To
The Beautiful Coastal Land Of Malabar With Myriad Art Forms, Cultures,
Architecture And Very Colourful People.

AB Bookman's Weekly
Walford's Antiquarian Magazine and Bibliographical Review
How John Bull lost London; or, The capture of the Channel
tunnel
A New York Times Bestseller "The Wild Truth is an important book on two fronts: It
sets the record straight about a story that has touched thousands of readers, and it
opens up a conversation about hideous domestic violence hidden behind a mask of
prosperity and propriety."–NPR.org The spellbinding story of Chris McCandless, who
gave away his savings, hitchhiked to Alaska, walked into the wilderness alone, and
starved to death in 1992, fascinated not just New York Times bestselling author Jon
Krakauer, but also the rest of the nation. Krakauer's book,Into the Wild, became an
international bestseller, translated into thirty-one languages, and Sean Penn's
inspirational film by the same name further skyrocketed Chris McCandless to
global fame. But the real story of Chris’s life and his journey has not yet been told until now. The missing pieces are finally revealed in The Wild Truth, written by
Carine McCandless, Chris's beloved and trusted sister. Featured in both the book
and film, Carine has wrestled for more than twenty years with the legacy of her
brother's journey to self-discovery, and now tells her own story while filling in the
blanks of his. Carine was Chris's best friend, the person with whom he had the
closest bond, and who witnessed firsthand the dysfunctional and violent family
dynamic that made Chris willing to embrace the harsh wilderness of Alaska.
Growing up in the same troubled household, Carine speaks candidly about the
deeper reality of life in the McCandless family. In the many years since the tragedy
of Chris's death, Carine has searched for some kind of redemption. In this touching
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and deeply personal memoir, she reveals how she has learned that real
redemption can only come from speaking the truth.

Dictionary of dates, and universal reference
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